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Leadership is not a title privileged solely for the rich, famous or lucky people in the world. It is a
position acquired once an individual takes ownership of their life, accountability for their actions

and actively work at shifting their mindset. How does one embody the skillset to reach
leadership status? Ping Pong Leadership explains the impact us humans have on each other as

we make genuine connections and exchanges of life experiences. The back and forth ping pong-

like exchanges unveils the misbelief that our life struggles are uniquely our own. Ping Pong

Leadership is a way of individuals coming together as a community to engage and learn from
each other’s different walks of life. Learning different measures of discipline and knowledge from
one another, allows us to examine our discipline and knowledge of self, own what we have or
lack and push forward to lead ourselves on our focused purposeful journeys. Whether you seek

leadership in your work, home or relational life, Ping Pong Leadership reminds us that we are all
connected, the work begins within and our goals are just a mindset shift away.

Another useful book from Kogan Page on third party logistics operations, in fact probably a 'must
read' unless you are bang up to date on outsourcing matters. Godsmark and Richards pool

knowledge and give valuable insight into whether or not to outsource, size of the market, IT

considerations, risks involved, the future and explain with recent examples of disasters which
may help others to avoid similar pitfalls. Those public disasters can be remembered for many

years and can add to reasons why most tendered contracts will stay with the current third party
logistics provider. The relationship between customer and needs to be a two way street to get
the best from the relationship.-- "Nick Deal, Manager, Logistics Development"If outsourcing is

undertaken appropriately an organisation can in-source key capabilities to secure competitive
advantage, if outsourcing is badly managed millions can be lost! This book based on extensive

author experience from across the U.K. logistics profession provides a much needed

introduction to the opportunities and traps of outsourcing, with insights into a variety of critical
areas including the logistics service marketplace, the key decisions to be made, measuring

performance, contracts and risks. An important reference for those already engaged in

outsourced relationships or about to embark on an outsourcing journey-- "Richard Wilding, Full
Professor & Chair of Supply Chain Strategy, Cranfield School of Management"Logistics

outsourcing is a complicated process that can deliver significant benefits for all parties if it is

managed well but if managed poorly can create critical business issues. Understanding the
process from the initial decision to outsource or not through to the management of relationships
to deliver against a business strategy is fundamental for those in procurement, in-house logistics

teams and logistics service providers. This is an invaluable publication written by experienced
practitioners that brings all the elements of the outsourcing cycle into one comprehensive guide.

As CEO of CILT UK and as a former executive within logistics service provider I recommend this
book.-- "Kevin Richardson, Chief Executive, The Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport

UK"Logistics outsourcing is a strategically important part of an organisation's supply chain
strategy. Making the wrong decision can result in product shortages that make news headlines
and cause significant reputational damage (e.g. KFC). Getting it right can be a significant of

competitive advantage. This book provides a comprehensive overview of the different aspects to
consider when making a logistics outsourcing decision. It is a must read for all those involved in

logistics outsourcing.-- "Jan Godsell, Professor of Operations and Supply Chain Strategy,

University of Warwick"The process of outsourcing any logistics operation is always complicated
and can be brimming with pitfalls along the way. For those companies embarking on their first

journey through the minefield of outsourcing, the fear of change and business risk can often be
their first major obstacle to overcome. Fortunately, The Logistics Outsourcing Handbook by Jo

and Gwynne offers the novice and experienced Logisticians alike; a practical and structured

approach to the process, based upon their own plentiful experience, plus valuable input and

feedback from other companies who have already progressed through an outsourcing
programme. The Logistics Outsourcing Handbook is a template for all companies to use, and

the first task for any outsourcing project team should be to read it from cover to cover.-- "Paul
Sloan, Logistics Manager, FUJIFILM UK Ltd"This book is invaluable reading for providers and

customers of outsourced logistics services. With hugely useful case studies and insightful new
research into relationships between logistics partners, this book will form a key part of the

debate about the future direction of this important business sector.-- "Alan Devine, (Formerly)

Managing Director, Gist Limited"We are witnessing a period of extraordinary change within the
logistics industry. The exponential growth of e-commerce is driving the need to hold inventories
as close as possible to major urban conurbations to meet delivery expectations of technologyenabled consumers, propelling unprecedented demand for multiple stocking locations. This

pursuit of greater agility and flexibility in logistics networks is serviced increasingly by third party
logistics providers (many being members of UKWA). Often in a shared user environment and

requiring integration of IT systems and sophisticated sharing of data, the concept of outsourcing
is growing. The insights shared by authors Richards and Godsmark and contributors to The

Logistics Outsourcing Handbook are therefore very timely and relevant, and will be of interest to
both seasoned practitioners and the next generation of logisticians in equipping themselves for

this fast-moving, vitally important sector.-- "Peter Ward, Chief Executive. UK Warehousing

Association" --This text refers to the paperback edition.Review"Logistics outsourcing is a
complicated process that can deliver significant benefits for all parties if it is managed well but if

managed poorly can create critical business issues. Understanding the process from the initial
decision to outsource or not through to the management of relationships to deliver against a
business strategy is fundamental for those in procurement, in-house logistics teams and

logistics service providers. This is an invaluable publication written by experienced practitioners
that brings all the elements of the outsourcing cycle into one comprehensive guide. As CEO of

CILT UK and as a former executive within logistics service provider I recommend this book.",
Kevin Richardson, Chief Executive, The Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport UK"We

are witnessing a period of extraordinary change within the logistics industry. The exponential
growth of e-commerce is driving the need to hold inventories as close as possible to major
urban conurbations to meet delivery expectations of technology-enabled consumers, propelling

unprecedented demand for multiple stocking locations. This pursuit of greater agility and
flexibility in logistics networks is serviced increasingly by third party logistics providers (many

being members of UKWA). Often in a shared user environment and requiring integration of IT

systems and sophisticated sharing of data, the concept of outsourcing is growing. The insights

shared by authors Richards and Godsmark and contributors to The Logistics Outsourcing

Handbook are therefore very timely and relevant, and will be of interest to both seasoned
practitioners and the next generation of logisticians in equipping themselves for this fast-moving,

vitally important sector.", Peter Ward, Chief Executive. UK Warehousing Association"This book

is invaluable reading for providers and customers of outsourced logistics services. With hugely
useful case studies and insightful new research into relationships between logistics partners,

this book will form a key part of the debate about the future direction of this important business

sector.", Alan Devine, (Formerly) Managing Director, Gist Limited"If outsourcing is undertaken

appropriately an organisation can "in-source" key capabilities to secure competitive advantage,
if outsourcing is badly managed millions can be lost! This book based on extensive author
experience from across the U.K. logistics profession provides a much needed introduction to the

opportunities and traps of outsourcing, with insights into a variety of critical areas including the
logistics service marketplace, the key decisions to be made, measuring performance, contracts
and risks. An important reference for those already engaged in outsourced relationships or

about to embark on an outsourcing journey", Richard Wilding, Full Professor & Chair of Supply
Chain Strategy, Cranfield School of Management"Another useful book from Kogan Page on third

party logistics operations, in fact probably a 'must read' unless you are bang up to date on
outsourcing matters. Godsmark and Richards pool knowledge and give valuable insight into

whether or not to outsource, size of the market, IT considerations, risks involved, the future and
explain with recent examples of disasters which may help others to avoid similar pitfalls. Those
public disasters can be remembered for many years and can add to reasons why most tendered

contracts will stay with the current third party logistics provider. The relationship between

customer and needs to be a two way street to get the best from the relationship.", Nick Deal,
Manager, Logistics Development"The process of outsourcing any logistics operation is always
complicated and can be brimming with pitfalls along the way. For those companies embarking

on their first journey through the minefield of outsourcing, the fear of change and business risk
can often be their first major obstacle to overcome. Fortunately, The Logistics Outsourcing

Handbook by Jo and Gwynne offers the novice and experienced Logisticians alike; a practical

and structured approach to the process, based upon their own plentiful experience, plus

valuable input and feedback from other companies who have already progressed through an

outsourcing programme. The Logistics Outsourcing Handbook is a template for all companies to

use, and the first task for any outsourcing project team should be to read it from cover to cover.",
Paul Sloan, Logistics Manager, FUJIFILM UK Ltd"Logistics outsourcing is a strategically

important part of an organisation's supply chain strategy. Making the wrong decision can result
in product shortages that make news headlines and cause significant reputational damage (e.g.

KFC). Getting it right can be a significant of competitive advantage. This book provides a
comprehensive overview of the different aspects to consider when making a logistics

outsourcing decision. It is a must read for all those involved in logistics outsourcing.", Jan

Godsell, Professor of Operations and Supply Chain Strategy, University of Warwick --This text

refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJo Godsmark is a supply chain professional and
consultant with over 20 years experience in manufacturing and logistics. She is Chair of
Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport's Outsourcing and Procurement Forum.Gwynne

Richards has over thirty years' experience in warehouse management and logistics. As well as
running his own successful logistics consultancy, he provides a number of courses on

warehouse and transport management for practitioners. He is also a visiting lecturer at the

University of Warwick and the University of Aston. He is the author of Warehouse Management
andThe Logistics and Supply Chain Toolkit, published by Kogan Page. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.Read more

About the Author Shina Dada DaoduAs a former athlete and disc jockey, Shina Dada-Daodu

understands the mental focus it takes to be a creator and inspire others into self-development.
Born in Kaduna, Nigeria in 1983 and moving to the United Sates in 1996, Dada always had a

fascination and natural talent for the game of ping pong. As he serves the ball back and forth
and watches others do the same, Dada understands the power transfer the ball carries and

obtains knowledge from his opponent’s plays. This table tennis metaphor translates as Dada

shares stories about leadership positions that has impacted his principles and has helped him
navigate life in the new world after the pandemic. After going through a divorce and losing

everything he had built, Dada turned his passion for business into a purpose-driven mission of

inspiring people to start doing the most important work on themselves through mental health
awareness.Dada’s journey from a home health career to commercial real estate has provided

him an understanding that it takes a community of people to consistently be present with each

other; taking the time to say a genuine “Hello!” and “How are you?” is the start to building a
connection and sharing of stories to inspire each other to be better human beings. Dada has

been able to share his life stories in a way that inspires everyone to start the most important

work on themselves. He consistently reminds everyone he encounters that they are capable of
standing out as a leader in their communities. Whether you are a parent, teacher, local business

owner or millionaire in need of encouragement in your current situation, Dada does great justice
in telling his story to help do so. Dada dedicates his journey to his brother, Kayode, his guiding
light and beautiful daughter.
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About the bookLeadership is not a title privileged solely for the rich, famous or lucky people in

the world. It is a position acquired once an individual takes ownership of their life, accountability
for their actions and actively work at shifting their mindset. How does one embody the skillset to
reach leadership status? Ping Pong Leadership explains the impact us humans have on each

other as we make genuine connections and exchanges of life experiences. The back and forth
ping pong-like exchanges unveils the misbelief that our life struggles are uniquely our own. Ping

Pong Leadership is a way of individuals coming together as a community to engage and learn
from each other’s different walks of life. Learning different measures of discipline and knowledge

from one another, allows us to examine our discipline and knowledge of self, own what we have

or lack and push forward to lead ourselves on our focused purposeful journeys. Whether you

seek leadership in your work, home or relational life, Ping Pong Leadership reminds us that we
are all connected, the work begins within and our goals are just a mindset shift away.
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Chapter OneHow to Beat Time I developed a leadership strategy I call “beating time”. Beating

time puts a person ahead of the game, opening up opportunities and radical new avenues for
possible success. In this chapter, I will tell you more about what it means, how it works, how I’ve

been able to do it and how you can do it as well. There’s an old-school aspect of beating time.

Simply put, you start by showing up on time. In my experience, many millennials in particular

perceive time through a comfortable, laid-back approach and they act accordingly. In that
context, a person who shows up on time ready to go enjoys a serious competitive advantage.

For many older business partners or people of any age with a military background, prompt,
timely action yields significant cultural capital. Conversely, a person who routinely shows up late
does not have the look and feel of a serious player. For me, the idea of beating time isn’t as
simple as a race against the clock. It is a much more deliberate, sustained approach. It means

cultivating one’s own discipline. It means sharpening one’s skills and instincts through years of
preparation. It also means developing a profound knowledge base through ongoing, sustained
reading. So beating time doesn’t mean racing in a mad frenzy from one task to the next. When

a person acts in that fashion, time is actually beating them. In the context of beating time,
discipline means many things. First, it means making a fierce commitment to self-development.

Second, it means holding oneself to certain standards whether or not it is convenient. And third,
discipline for this purpose involves making hard choices about how to spend your time. It can

mean letting go of pursuits that brought joy and fulfillment for many years if these activities no
longer fit the current phase of your plans and mission in life. In the past, I found myself stuck to

some extent. I found myself distracted and essentially trapped by my own material expectations
and those of others. Now, I am dealing in the present, empowered by lessons I have learned

and knowledge I have gained. Powerful decisions come more quickly and easily as a
result. Experiences determine how we handle problems. So with that in mind, beating time

becomes a method for gaining insight and experience before you actually need it. If you live
deliberately, study hard and pay attention, you won’t have to gain knowledge only through

adversity and personal defeats—although those realities will always be part of life. By working to
beat time, you can acquire knowledge in advance and be ahead of the game. You can do this by
meditating and reflecting on life. And you can also beat time by reading. For years now, I have

been reading as much as I possibly could. I read at least fifty books a year. In a very real sense,
this helps me to see the future. The main books and articles I’ve found to be instructive contain

the life lessons of renowned business and political leaders. Powerful strategies and approaches

are embedded throughout their life stories. I am talking about people like Warren Buffet, Bill

Gates, and others. These are people who are at the top of their game and they are there for a
reason. These leaders read a lot. That’s how they buy time. They are able to accumulate
knowledge and build something out of it, whether in the financial sector, the software industry,

automotive manufacturing, or any other field of human endeavor. Their perspectives have given

me a tremendous ability to fast-track my own decisions. They have helped me to fortify and

improve my own character on my journey of self-development. This has required great
discipline. Essentially, reading helps you beat time through accumulated knowledge. Ideas from

books help you to short cut a lot of time. Things happen faster. In another sense, the books help

you identify a target you can aim for mentally. One of the most thought-provoking books I’ve
found is “Untethered Soul,” by Michael V. Singer. This book breaks down a number of mental
health triggers people can encounter. Frankly, Singer’s book helped me see communication in

an entirely different light. It helped me to become less reactive, in turn giving me a heightened
capacity for truly listening. That alone is a major key for how to beat time. “Untethered Soul” also

helped me break out of a number of ruts. Before I read it, I often found myself just walking
through life. By living a more thoughtful existence grounded in my own choices, I find I have
more traction. The results follow, and they flow quite naturally now that I have become more

grounded. It takes hard work and practice to build the lessons from books into your life. A
person usually cannot replicate the author’s success story without modifying the lesson for use

in the reader’s life. The problem at hand is likely different than what the author faced. The
reader may have different allies and resources. Similarly, the reader almost certainly has

different personal skills, attributes and experiences than the author had. If an author’s method
works for you without modification, that’s great. But most often, the formulas found in books are

not one-size-fits-all. They must be reviewed carefully and adapted. You need to analyze them
and break them down. I remember a specific instance when I was able to beat time during a
complex business deal. I won’t reveal any business-sensitive information obviously. Basically,

there were business lawyers involved who represented two different parties to the transaction.
At one point in the negotiations, I started getting calls from a lawyer representing a party who

was not my client. Something about these calls did not feel right to me. I decided to seek a
second opinion to ensure I was fulfilling my ethical obligations as a real estate agent. I spoke
with a friend, a former team member who had handled similar situations. This friend fully

understood the situation. After speaking with this friend, I had a better understanding of how to

proceed. I was able to decide what to do, control my part of the transactions without undue

interference from the lawyer, and negotiate effectively on behalf of my client. I didn’t let another
party interfere with my trajectory. Everyone ended up happy. My client and I also commanded a
much more favorable price, incidentally. And it was fair. As a business professional, I am not

only concerned about money—the deal also has to be fair. This experience shows that friends
and allies can provide a powerful method for beating time. Without that consultation, I might

have wasted hours agonizing over how to proceed, to say nothing of the extra time I would have

had to spend researching the problem on my own. Let’s talk about the psychology of beating
time. Think about this: experience determines how a person approaches problems. Having the

right experience and perspective magnifies your chance of success. And when you are feeling
successful, you are in a better position. Big problems seem like little pebbles that can be easily
rolled out of your way. Part of beating time means knowing how to allocate your time, which ties

in to removing yourself from certain environments that are directly harmful. You should also

consider moving out of environments that are partially opportune but that upon reflection will not
pencil out over the long haul. Beating time requires a centered, contemplative state of mind. For

me, taking long walks sets my mentality properly even though I do not have a formal meditation
practice. When my body is in motion and the sights and sounds of my neighborhood unfold all

around me, my subconscious mind can process and untangle the big picture. I also feel
immersed in the proper state of mind when I’m playing ping pong. Every leader has to figure this
out for him or herself. Only you can discover the activities or personal habits that will unlock your

own proper state of mind. In my chapter titled Ten Commandments, I will raise the question

about whether a person is limited in their progress at any given point in their lives, bounded
essentially by lessons they have not learned yet. Up to a point, this may be the case. But

through reading, fierce self-reflection and discipline, I believe people can improve their chances
for transcending limitations. Beating time creates that chance for unexpected breakthroughs by

giving you the knowledge and wisdom you need before you actually need it. Beating time
means not waiting for life to teach you lessons in the form of setbacks—which can bring great
pain, expense, or both—when you could learn these lessons through other perspectives. There

is no reason to stumble and hit your head if you can possibly avoid it.You need to develop your
own method and plan for how to beat time in the future. No one else can do it for you. As I said

before, you cannot simply repeat the life lessons of Henry Ford, Bill Gates or anyone else. You

need to internalize the lessons, adapt them to your own situation, and apply them yourself. It is a
challenging process that forces you to think, but it brings great rewards. Beating time helps you

to slow down and see things as they come. Again, it involves having a centered, contemplative
frame of mind. Technology gives leaders astounding tools for beating time. E-mail and cellular
phones allow instantaneous connectivity with family, friends and business partners around the

world. Calendaring apps place valuable time-management tools literally at your fingertips.
Spreadsheets and database software allow you to organize, sort and utilize infinite amounts of

data when used properly. On the other hand, your competitors have access to all of these
innovations as well. So you not only have the opportunity to beat time by mastering technology—
you also have the obligation to use tech well, or the opposition may well leave you in the
dust. Beating time is an interesting synthesis of your readings, your technological savvy, and

your own personal discipline. By welding these elements together and challenging yourself to
beat time, you can achieve outcomes many people would not even consider. Most significantly,

though, beating time is a state of mind. It requires you to be present and read the room, but also

to develop an innate sense of trends in your industry, field or community service pursuit. Beating
time matters in any field where you presume to hold yourself out as a leader.
Ping Pong Philadelphia Eagles

William Murray, “Amazing book. loved it. My girl and I loved this. Highly recommend. Its always by
the bedside table. So much great advice but not overbearing. super well-written!”

KProOrg, “Know Yourself, Change the World. Personal, informative and inspiring. To read PPL is

to understand yourself and be ready to share who you are to the world! I genuinely appreciate
the vulnerability that the author exposes to help others see the light within themself and be
prepared to express for the good of humanity.”

The book by Gwynne Richards has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 5 people have provided feedback.
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